Investigations of the Hofmeister series and other specific ion effects using lipid model systems.
From the ion point-of-view specific ion effects (SIE) arise as an interplay of ionic size and shape and charge distribution. However in aqueous systems SIE invariably involve water, and at surfaces they involve both interacting surface groups and local fields emanating from the surface. In this review we highlight the fundamental importance of ionic size and hydration on SIE, properties which encompass all types of interacting forces and ion-pairing phenomena and make the Hofmeister or lyotropic series of ions pertinent to a broad range of systems and phenomena. On the other hand ionic hydrophobicity and complexation capacity also determine ionic behavior in a variety of contexts. Over the years we have carried out carefully designed experiments on a few selected soft matter model systems, most involving zwitterionic phospholipids, to assess the importance of fundamental ionic and interfacial properties on ion specific effects. By tuning down direct Coulomb interactions, working with different interfacial geometries, and carefully tuning ion-lipid headgroup interactions it is possible to assess the importance of different parameters contributing to ion specific behavior. We argue that the majority of specific ion effects involving relatively simple soft matter systems can be at least qualitatively understood and demystified.